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We shall give a method of studying topological properties of integral manifolds of a completely integrable one-form.
Suppose that we are given a connected, closed (n/ 1)-manifold
V+ of class C with a nonsingular, completely integrable one-orm w of
class C n>l. As in [1], a maximal connected integral manifold of
o will be called a leaf.
1. The critical cycles v. For each p e V, by assumption, there
is a local coordinate system (x,..., x n+x) of class C in a neighborhood
U o p such that (ol U- fdx /1 for some positive-valued C function f
on U. Then the set (U, f, (x, ...,x+)) is called an -chart (at p).
Denote by X the set of zeros o the exterior derivative of w, i.e., X
--{p e Y (d)
Let p e X. Let (U, f, (x
xn/9) be an -chart at p and put

,

, ...,

-

)n

](f)= f(x) il,...,
n
]1,

.

.

...,n+l}

3
](f)-- f(x), 3x det 2(f) i$1,
n
]-1,
where f(x)-3f(x)/3x3x
Let i-0, 1,..., n. The point p is said to
"2
be of type (i) if the matrix 2(f)
is nonsingular and if the number of
negative eigenvalues of ](x) is equal to i. We say that p is of type (.)
if det ](f)-O. Of course, the type of a point of X is well defined independently o the choice of -charts. For 2-0, 1, ..., n or., let X
denote the set o points of type (). Then we have X-X. [J X0
UX
(disjoint union).
We shall assume that w satisfies the ollowing condition"
For anyp e X,, there is an -chart (U, f, (xl,
x+)) at p such
(T)
that the matrix ](f) is nonsingular.
One sees then that the same condition holds for any -chart at p e X,.
One will also see that this condition (T) is "generic".
2. The main theorems. Assume that (o satisfies the condition
(T). Then we have the following three theorems.
then there exists a C fibre bundle
Theorem I. If Xo:/: and X
+
B over S and a C diffeomorphism h" B+-V / such that
( ) the fibre of B + is a connected, simply connected, closed nmanifold of class C

.
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(ii) for each fibre M Of B n+l, h induces a C diffeomorphism of
M n onto a leaf of V.
Theorem II. If Xn=/=,Xn_= and Xo--, then for any p e Xn,
there exists a C fibre bundle R n/ over S and a C imbedding h" R /
V such that
(i) the fibre of R / is a connected, simply connected, noncompact n-manifold of class C without boundary.
(ii) for each fibre N of R +, h induces a C diffeomorphism of
N onto a leaf of V.
(iii) there exist a finite number of compact leaves KI, K, ..., K,
K--h(R+)-h(Rn/)--L(p)--L(p), where
l< k c, such that K

-

/

,

_

L(p) is the leaf through p.
(iv) h(R +) -the connected component of containing p.
then there exists an open dense subset Vo
Theorem III. If
of V such that for any p Vo, the leaf through p is locally everywhere
dense in the sense of Reeb [1, p. 108].
Detailed proofs will appear elsewhere.
:. The veins. Let X be a C vector field satisfying w(X)-- 1. Put
o’----_Lxw, where _L’x denotes the Lie derivative with respect to X.
x+)), we have
Lemma :.1. For an -chart (U, f, (x,
( log f /x)dx + (-X(f) + 3 log f /3x/dx+).
’[ UThis implies that for a leaf L, I is a closed one-form on L and is
defined independently of the choice of X.
Definition :.1. Let J- be a connected, closed (n-1)-submanifold
of class C in V. J- is called a compact vein (without singularity) of
(V, w) if w(v)-0 and w’(v)-0 for all x e J- and v e T(J-).
4. Closed one-forms and Morse theory. Let M be a connected
complete Riemannian n-manifold of class C without boundary, and let
a be a closed one-orm of class C such that every singular point is
nondegenerate. For a singular point p o a, the index of p is defined
to be the number o negative eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix of
at p. a is said to be proper if the dual vector field a* o a is complete
and if there exist two amilies (E}e, (E}e of open sets of M such that
for a singular point p of a, there is i e I such that p e E E.
(ii) there exist three positive constants a0, b0, and Co such that
(a) Ilalla0 or all xeM--JeE, (b) dis(E,M--E)bo for all ieI,
and (c) diam (E) Co or all i e I.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that is proper and has at least one
singular point of index O. Let p be the singular point of index O. If
has no singular point of index 1, then
(i) there exists a C function f" M-R which is proper, such
that a-- dr.
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(ii) M is simply connected.
(iii) if has no singular point of index n, then M is noncompact.
(iv) the number of the singular points of index 0 is equal to one.
( v ) for any x e M, there exists a piecewise C curve a: [0, r]--.M
* aa(e)
which satisfies a(O) p, a(r) x, such that d(t)- aa(t)/l[
* for t e [0,
where c*(t) 4= O.
This is a generalization of Reeb [1, (C, I, 9)]. Another generalization will be given in [2].
5. Lifts of tangential curves. From now on, fix a C Riemann
metric g o V and a C vector field X satisfying w(X) 1. Let w’=
Denote by {?)e R the one-parameter group of transformations generated
by X. A continuous curve c: [0, r]V is called tangential if the image
o c is contained in a leaf. For a tangential curve c and e R, suppose
that there is a continuous function a: [0, tieR, =a(0), such that the
curve b: [0, r]V defined by b(t)=(t)(c(t)), is tangential. Then b is
called the -lift o c and a is called the height parameter of the -lfft of c.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that a C tangential curve c has the -lift
Then the height parameter s=a(t) satisfies the following
for some
differential equation: ds/dt=-w(z.(c(t))) with initial condition s(0) =.
Now, choose a constant so that

xw.

.

x> (s.V)

for all v e T(V)

and all s satisfying [s[l, where T(V) denotes the tangent sphere
bundle o V" +.
Lemma .2. Let c:[0, r]V be a C tangential curve such tha
w’((t))=0 and [[(t)[[=l for all t e [0, r]. If []<l/(xr+l), then c has
the -lift.
6. Admissible tangential curves. Let Y be the vector field on V
defined by the ormulas w(Y)=0, w’(v)=g(Y, v) for all v e w-(0).
Definition 6.1. A tangential curve a: [0, r]V is admissible
is piecewise C and ff d(t)
Y(t)/1Ya(t)[] or t e [O,r] satisfying Ya(t)
Lemm 6.1. Suppose that satisfies the condition (T). Then there
such that
exist positive constants

., .,
aE0, w
3

*v

for any admissible tangential curve a: [0, r]V satisfying
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that w satisfies the condition (T). Then
there exists positive constant A such that, if 0
1/(A + 1), then
any admissible tangential curve a: [0, r]V has the -lift and then the
height parameter a has the following estimate: a_(t)a(t)a+(t) for
any e [0, r], where a(t) is defined by

(t)-(exp I0,’)/( xA).
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7. Notes on the proofs of theorems. In order to ,prove Theorem
I, note the ollowing lemma and use Reeb stability theorem [1, (B, III,

11)].

.

Lemma 7.1. Under the same hypotheses of Theorem I, if a leaf
L through a point p e Xo is noncompact, then for any 0, r. 0, there
exist x e L, e R satisfying 0. and an admissible tangential curve
a" [0, r]V such that ,(x) e L, a(O)--x, a(r)--p and >_..
The essential part o the proo of Theorem II is the following
lemma.
Lemma 7.2. Suppose that there is a curve a" [0, c)--V such that
each
e [0, c), the restriction a l0, is an admissible tangential
for
curve. Then, under the same hypotheses of Theorem II, for almost
every t e [0, c) there exists a compact vein Jt without singularity, such
that Jt contains a(t) and that
diamzt (Jr). a_(t)-0 (t- ).
For the proof of Theorem III, note the following lemma.
Lemma 7.3. Under the same hypothesis of Theorem III, for any
x e V and any 0, there exists an admissible tangential curve a" [0, ]
V satisfying a(r) x.

-
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